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Preface 

In 1963 these lectures gave an introduction into the concept of space and time in general 
relativity. The audience in Seattle consisted of mat~hen~aticians, physicists and engineers 
of the Boeing Scientific R.esen.rch Laboratories (BSHI,), who were interested in scientific 
experiments to add new proofs to Einstein’s postulate on space and gravitation. 

The lectures start with an introduction into the mathematics of %-dimensional surfaces 
and illustrate t,he notions of geodesics a.nd curvat,ure. They unify many details in terms 
of the parallel shift of Levi-CivitB. 

The conceptual background of the transition to Riemannian geometry and the Min- 
kowski continuum is assumed to be known. The computational problems are treated in 
the formalism of the tensor ca.lculus. 

The theory of space and gravitation is only demonstrated by the example of the Schwarz- 
schild solution. The problem of matter and space-time geometry is not touched. Many 
solutions and approximations dominating nowadays practical applications were not known 
at the time of the lectures. 

In 1963 the BSLR proposed to NASA a test, of the predicted gyroscopic effect by ob- 
serving the movements of A, spherically symmet,ric sat.ellite circling the earth. 

A similar experiment witJh more details was suggested independently by M. Schiff and 
a group of physicists at Stanford. Both fell into oblivion because the necessary precision 
of measurement did not seem feasible. 

In the meantime our knowledge and our technique have improved considerably and a 
new version of a test is in preparation in Stanford, 

I hope, that this concentrated course may help to understand the fascination of the 
combination of geometry and physics. 

Aachen, August 1995 Claus Miiller 





I. Introduction 

Recent interest in the techniques of space navigation has altered 

the character of the problem concerning the structure of space and time 

from mere speculations in theoretical mathematics to concrete practical 

questions. Any systematic analysis of physical space and time measure- 

ments will always be associated with the name of Albert Einstein. Hi3 

great achievement was the liberation of physical statements from any 

dependence upon hypotheses which cannot be verified by direct meuure- 
. 

merit, 

Einstein's line of thought led to a new theory of gravitation which 

is different from Newton's classical theory. Although predictions from 

‘ 

both theories are essentially the same to the first order and they differ 

only minutely for all problems considered so far, as further explorations 

of outer space are contemplated; these previously negligible differences 

may become increasingly important. The present level of space technology 

has made it feasible for the first time to perform certain new experiments 

in the field of celestial anics which may serve to prove or disprove 

a fundamental conjecture of Einstein's theory. One such experiment which 

is closely related to space navigation will be suggested in the sequel. 

All navigation is essentially the determination and prediction of 

location. Position finding within the framework of classical astronomy 

is based on a coordinate system which is determined by the fixed stars. 

A spacecraft can either refer to this system of directions or carry along 
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an internal reference system. Such an entrained reference system can 

be simulated mechanically by means of a gyroscope. Although these two 

coordinate systems are equivalent in Newton's theory when the gyroscope 

is represented by a spinning spherical top, they are not equivalent in 

Einstein's theory of gravitation. 

Although the theoretical deviations of an ideal gyroscope circling 

the earth are very slight, they may be quite considerable, for example, 

in similar movements around the sun. However, since these are systematic, 

they must accumulate in the course of time. The exceedingly small magni- 

tude characteristic of the discrepancy between the Newton and Einstein 

theories is emphasized by the fact that heretofare the maximum measurable 

effect to determine deviations in favor of Einstein's theory attains a 

magnitude large enough to be measured only after a century has elapsed. 

Now, it may be possible to check the differences between the stellar 

and gyroscopic systems of reference by performing a new experiment in 

which, after only one year, the total magnitude of the effect would be 

large enough to be measured. Such an experiment would require astronomical 

observations from the earth of the rotation of a spinning object in orbit 

and involves two experimental difficulties. The first is attaining the 

necessary precision of measurement, and the second is fabricating a 

spinning object sufficiently close to an ideal spherical top. 

It follows from the discoveries of Gauss and Riemann in the 19 
th 

century that the curvature of a metric continuum is characterized by 

the absence of a global parallelism. This means that only in a flat 

space can directions be shifted uniquely. Since Newton's theory Of 
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gravitation is based on a flat space, it must possess such an unambiguous 

transfer of directions. 

Einstein formulated the relations between the geometry of the space- 

time continuum and matte, r in terms of differential equations for the 

components of the metric connection. In this logical. system the movement 

of a mass point under the influence of gravitation is described in terms 

of the geodesics of a general metric space. Here it is of great importance 

that gravitation is not treated as a force, but, rather, is regarded as 

manifesting itself in the curvature properties of the space-time continuum. 

The same difficulties which make it impossible to map the curved surface 

of the earth on a flat plane preclude the possibility of mapping a curved 

space on a flat continuum 0~ r three or four dimensions. 

Einstein's theory of the relation between the geometry of the space- 

time continuum and the physical world is based on the simulation of 

geometric concepts by kinematic analogues. The model best suited to the 

questions under consideration is the spinning mass point which is just 

the idealization of a small rotating rigid system hating spherical symmetry. 

Since, according to Newton's theory, the axis of rotation of such a system 

would retain its orientation regardless of the gravitational forces, it 

provides an excellent device for the verification of Einstein's predictions. 

Any evaluation of the possibilities for success of an experiment of 

the type suggested here must include consideration of the magnitudes involved. 

Mercury's perihelion undergoes a shift of 43 seconds of arc per century, and 

the methods of observation and calculation used in astronomy are sufficiently 
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accurate to justify confidence in these measurements. The axis of 

rotation of a perfectly spherical spinning top orbiting at a distance 

of about 300 miles around the earth would experience a shift of roughly 

4 seconds of arc per year. The path of the object may depart from an ideal 

circular orbit without affecting this order of magnitude essentially. 

It should be mentioned that similar mathematical models were dis- 

cussed by Pokker, de Sitter, and H. Weyl to explain the shift of the 

earth's axis of rotation. It is evident, however, that the effects 

which arise from the unsymmetry of the earth are much greater than the 

changes which can be ascribed to relativity. 

'The fundamental concepts of parallelism and curvature are dis- 

cussed in detail, The presentation of the basic ideas relies largely 

on the two-dimensional case where geometric imagination is a great 

help. The discussion of vector fields on general surfaces is used to 

formulate the most important theorems in differential geometry. tiny 

of the details of this approach seem to be new. 

I should like to thank Dr. T. P. Higgins for his assistance in 

preparing this manuscript. 
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II. Foundations of Jifferential Geometry_ 

The aim of this lecture i s the study of the geometrical properties 

of general smoot‘n surfaces in j-dimensional euclidean space. Although 

the basic concepts were first introduced by Gauss, the notations and 

techniques employed here make use of more recent developments. 

We shall begin with the discussion of the local geometrical properties 

of a surface. rHrst we introduce 

Definition 1: A set S of points in 3-dimensional euclidean space is 

called a standard surface element if there is a point P of S,anda 

Cartesian system of coordinates 
1 2 3 (x ,x ,X ) with P as origin such that 

any point of S Iray be represented in the form 

where F( 2, x2) is analytic in a domain D of the (x1,x2)-plane, and 

P(O,O) = 0, 5' l(O,O), and 
X 

Fx*(O,O) = 0; 

Thus the (x1,x2)-plane is tangential at P and the 
3 x -axis is in the 

direction of the normal. This system is therefore called a tangential- 

normal system associated with P. Apart from rotations around the x3- 

axis, this system is uniquely determined. A more general representation 

of the surface element may be obtained by expressing the space vector 

in terms of two parameters u 
1 2 and u . Then 
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This leads us to introduce 

Definition 2: A set of points in 34imensional euclidean space will be 

called a surface element if there is a domain D of a u1 u2 , -plane and 

a one-to-one representation of S in the form 

-+ 
x = ;(J,u”) = x1(u1,112) z1 + x2(u1,L12) ;2 f x3(u1,u2) z3 

with (ul,u") E D, where the functions x1(l11,u2) are analytic in D 

and satisfy 

Since from (1) we get 

(3) IS x 
a2 

31 = 1 (Zl + 5 Z3’ x (G2 + J?iL 2 ) 1 = /- 
ax2 3 

\lf (-- aF)2 + (LEp, 
a2 3X2 

it follows that the tangential-normal system always satisfies the condi- 

tions of Definition 2. 

The main difficulty of Differential Geometry stems from two facts: 

a) There are simple and important surfaces, such as the sphere, 

. 

which are not surface elements since they cannot be represented 

by one system of parameters. 

b) There is in general no possibility of selecting one special 

system of parameters which is naturally distinguished by 

geometrical properties. 

In order to understand the importance of these facts we have to 

observe that all quantities which are of importance from a geometrical 



point of v ew do not depend on the system o1 " coordinates we use to describe 
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the surface. For example, if we want to define the curvature of a surface, 

we have to find a formula which leads to a value at every point of the sur- 

face element and this value must be the same for all parameter systems we 

may take to define the surface. This leads to 

Definition 3: The expression I which is formed of the coordinate 

functions x'(u1,u2) and its derivatives is called an invariant of the 

surface if its value is not altered by a change of the parameter. This 

invariant is said to be of order n and degree k if the maximum Order 

of derivation is n and if tne highest derivatives occur in the degree k, 

It is always possible to find invariants by specializing the system 

of parameters locally, Let us consider the tangential-normal system of 

Cartesian coordinates associated with the point P, As we have noted, 

this system is uniquely determined except for rotations around the 2 -axis. 

The function 7(x1,x2) then may be expanded in a Taylor series, We use 

the abbreviations 

aF 
2 a% a2F 

F 
1 

=--.--jr” 3F 

axl 2 
=---s 

ax 
Fll = 

a ii‘ 
axlaxl ; 52 = 

F21 = ?&Lax2 ; F22 = &2&2 

( 4) 0 FL = F&0,0) ; 5, = P2(0,0) ; s,, = ?l,(o,o)* 
Then the series can be written as 

(5) F(x1,x2) = -I- 24,x1x2 + $x2)2 > 
+-*.., 

The leading terms are a quadratic form. Substituting rotation equations 
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of the form 

X1 =ll Ii COS a - u2 sina 

(6) 
2 1 

X =U sina Su 2 cos a 

we obtain 

(7) F(x1,x2) = G(u1,u2) = '2 Qu1)2 4 2E12ulu2 + 
{ 

Now, it is easy to verify by explicit calculation that 

0 0 0 

211 + F22 = Cl1 + t22 

(8) 
0 0 O2 
FllF22 - 52 

=; 0 
llG22 

,“2 
- 32' 

The quantities 

2H = P,, f ; 22 

(9) 
0 0 

K = FllF22 

therefore may be regarded as geometrically relevant for the point P 

because they are uniquely determined. 

The line of thought behind this approach is the following: 

To a point P we first find a special tangential-normal system of 

coordinates. This reduces the ambiguity of the parsmeter representation 

of the surface element up to rotation of the tangential plane. We then 

form expressions which are not affected by these orthogonal transforma- 

tions. The quantities thus obtained are well defined and will prove to 



represent the curvature of the surface. To this end we look at the 

intersection of a plane perpendicular to the plane tangential to the 

surface, The straight line of intersection between these two planes 

may be represented in the form 

(10) x1 = s cosa j x2 = s sina 

so that the curve of intersection may be represented by 

(11) o(s) = F(s cos a, s sina) l 

The curvature of this curve at s = 0 is rpff(0), which gives 

Thus the cLlrvatLlre oc the intersection depends on the direction of the 

intersecting pl;ine. 'Yhe expression (12) can be written as 

(13) mll(~j = ~~ co~2( a - rp) f K2 sin2(n - 9) 

with 

(14,) 

Thus K1 and K2 constitute the extremal values of the curvature of 

the intersecting curves. The quantities (14) therefore have an immediate 

geometrical interpretation, 



where H is called the average curvature and K the Gaussian curvature, 

The above procedure makes it possible to calculate the curvatures 

of the surface at every point, provided we know the represtntation of 

the surface in the tangential-normal system which has the point under 

consideration as the origin. But in order to find the curvatures it would 

be necessary to find a new representation of the surface for every point. 

This, of course, is a great complication and we shall now discuss a 

different way of calculating the curvatures. To this end we introduce 

Definition 4: The quantities 

g. = lk Zi< = "Oki 

are called the fundamental coefficients of the first kind. 

Moreover, we may introduce the normal vector by 

(16) ii = 
I& x 221 

and get 

Definition 5: The quantities 

L ik 
=;s: =L 

ik ki 

are called the fundamental. coefficients of the second kind. 

From (16) we have 

(17) 
44 

n x. = 0, I. 
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so that differentiation gives 

and then it follows from the definition that 

(19) Lik = - ZkGi = - zi;. 

. 
We now assume that the parameters ui depend on the parameter w1 by a 

one-to-one analytic relation. The quantities gik and Lik then will 

have different values if we express them in this new system of coordinates. 

Denoting the values in the w-system by an asterisk, we get from 

the relation 

This is a law of transformation for the coefficients of the first kind 

which will play an important part in our theory. To simplify the nota- 

tion we introduce 

Einstein's convention: If in any of the following expressions the same 

letter is used for %pperll and "lower" indices, this denotes the summation 

of the terms with this letter equal to 1 and 2. This notational con- 

vention eliminates the use oL f the signs of summation and is very useful 

since all of the laws oA C transformation require summations of the type 

given in (20) S 
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From (21) and (19) respectively we obtain 

We introduce 

Definition 6: The quantities g 
ik are uniquely defined by the relation 

1 for i.=k 
i 

I2 
ij 

gjk = bk = 

0 for ifk 

as the elements of the inverse to the matrix with the elements gikq 

From the relations 

( 22) 

we have 

(23) 

To prove this we verify the properties of g 
*ik according to Definition 6. 

That is, 

( 24) 
:ijX = 

b7jk 

aw Y3Ll s4 
g -- 
ss 

‘eau '1 awk 



so 
++ij 

cat g represents the elements of the inverse of the 

and obtain By calculations analogxs to (24) 

Lemma 2: *i L = ,j t3w1 ths -~ 
k s &lj awk 

We now are able to form the first icvariants by proving 

Theorem 1: The quantities 

ik L;L,; - LkLi f: 2K 

matrix (pi,) ' 

are invariants, 'I'hey are called the curvatures of the surface element. 

They are both second order invariants, 1-i being of first degree and K 

of second degree. 

Our theorem is proved if we show that these quantities have the same 

value in every system of parameters. NOW we get from Lemma 2 and (22) 

(25) 



The terms on the left hand side of (25) and (26) therefore have the 

same values in all parameter systems, so that the quantities stated in 

Theorem 1 are in?Jariants. liiext we ‘nave to show that they are equal to the 

quanti-ties defir,ed earlier. To this end we use the tangential-normal 

system 

4 l-+ x=xe 1 + x2 z* -I- P(x1,x2) -2 
3’ 

Let E denote an equality for the values x1 = 0,x2 = 0, Then 

ik 

Observing that 

(29) 9. :0 1 

we have moreover 

(30) 

Further 

(31) 

and 

(32) 

so that 

(33) 

With (29) we thus obtain 

4 

xik 
3 

-7 

'.ike3 

L o “7 ik = 'ik' 



or 

so that the i?rrariants form 1 

we had origir.ally defined by 

ated in 'y?:eo?-em 1 give us the curvatures 

01:r tar:,;er,tial-normal system. 

tU~f2 is that, it j.Xs !:,:t, recjr;ire ,:*.e zA;-.tro;iucr:ion 3:: a cew system 3 f 

coordinates <or every point a; wl5ch we want to calculate tilose quantities. 

It should be noted, :lowever, tha'r; the possibility of introducing a tan- 

gential-normal system for every point of our surface may still be a 

great help in dealing with special questions related to the neighborhood 

of the point. 

We now want to I 'ind an interpretation of the curvat-ure which is 

such that we require only a knowledge of the intrinsic properties of 

the surface. So far our definition of the curvature was first expressed 

in terms 31 the 53ction ?( 2, x2) which may be regarded as a measure- 

ment oi' the deviation "r*om the plane whi.cii is tanger:tial. , Obviously H 

and K ;ranish '3~ :? z 0. ylle deEinitiorls of' the curva-tures which we 

embedded in 
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It was Gauss who first discovered that one of the two curvatures, 

l.e., K, can be specified solely by using the intrinsic properties of 

the surfaces which are based on measuring lengths and angles. 

In order to prove and understand this important theorem which Gauss 

himself termed "theorema egregium", i.e., outstanding theorem, we first 

have to develop the techniques of tensor analysis by extending the con- 

cepts and methods we used to determine the curvatures. 

We note that the coefficients of the fundamental form enable us to 

calculate the length of an arc on a surface element. That is, if we 

represent this arc in the parametric form u1 =: u"(t) we obtain for th? 

line element 

If we have two intersecting lines with the parameter representations 

du= duk = 
gik dt dt * 

and ut2) and ut2) (s) based on the arc lengths,we get for the angle (s) based on the arc lengths,we get for the angle 

a between these lines a between these lines 
k k . . 

(38) (38) cosa = g. d* d* = gik$)u(*). d* d* = gik$)u(*). .k .k 
cosa = g. ik ds ik ds 

The coefficients gik The coefficients gik therefore enable us to measure distances and therefore enable us to measure distances and 

angles angles on the surface. on the surface. They thus determine the intrinsic metric pro- They thus determine the intrinsic metric pro- 

perties. 

We now introduce 

a 
geilk = sgei 

(39) 

r e,ik 



We define furthermore 

(40) fk = grsrs jk' d f 

* r"rom the definition (39) it follows 

(41) re ik ’ rk ie = ~[gek , , Ii +g eilk - gik,e + gki, e ' &keli - &ielk 1 

so that we get 

Six-2e grsgst - b E , we obtain by differentiation 

(43) 
rs +g 

rs 
g 1 jgst &.$,j ZZ 0 

and using (42) gives 

(44) 
rs 

gstgl j 
ZZ - ~:“~g~~r‘$, - grSgtpr& = - r$ - Pgtp~s * 

Multiplication with g tn now gives 

We formulate these results in 

Lemma 3: 



Suppose now we have a curve connecting two points of our surface 

element which are determined by the parameter 
% 

and u&). If 

ui( t) , Olt(T, is a parameter representation of this curve, with 

u’(0) = L&,; d-(T) = u;*, the length of the arc will be 

( 461 

where, of course, g ik = gik(uL(t),u2(t)) depends on t. We now intro- 

duce the parameter s of the arc as a natural parameter by the require- 

ment 

( 471 
du' dd = L 

gik ds ds 

and consider all neighboring curves with the same endpoints which may 

be expressed in the form 

(@) J(s) + E&s); q-(o) = 0; $(L) = 0 , 

With the notations 

(49) Gik( E) = &ik f &s) ,u2(s) + 

we have 

(50) ~ C'ik(') 1 
e=O 

= gik, j~j; Gik(O) = gik 

where the values of gik and giklj are taken along the curve 

The lengths of these curves are given by 

( 51) f Eii)(lik + ~4~) ds = L(E) 
0 

where * denotes d ifferentiation with respect to s. 

u=(s). 
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We introduce 

Definition 8: d curve ul(s), 0 < s 5 L c,nnecting two points 

2(o) = l&l) and l?(L) = Gi(2) will. be called geodesic if, for 

all functior,s l'(s) with qi(0) = q'(L) = 0, 

2 jL "!Gik( E) (Iii 
0 

+ $)(;" t ~4~) ds E=O = L'(0) = 0. 

Expanding in powers of E we get 

(52) 

?rom (51) we therefore obtain 

(53) 

Integrati .on by parts leads to 

.krj5 t 2giki":'k]ds. 

L 
(54) 

i.k L- d J g.iluds =-$ ql---(g lik) ds 
0 lk 0 ds ik 

where the last integrand can be expressed as 

(55) 
id 

'1 ds brik" l k = ( gik, jGj;k t gikYik) qi 

which by changing the notation for the indices gives 
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The integral (53) may thus be expressed as 

- 5 .j)$ikgjk f (gjkli + gjilk - gik,j)&ik]ds 

(57) 
= - iLrj [;;r 4 fk&ik]g 

rj 
ds. 

If this shall vanish for all qj(s), we must have 

(58) i? t rfpik = 0. 

This gives us 

Theorem 2: Let u'(s) represent a curve so that 

.i.k gikuu =l. 

Then this curve is a geodesic if and only if 

iir f r;kliiGk = 0 

is satisfied for all s. 

If our surface element is part of a plane, it is well known that 

the geodesics are the straight lines. The new concept may therefore be 

regarded as an extension of this fundamental idea to curved surfaces, 

So far we have only generalized the property that the straight line is 

the shortest connection between two points. There are, however, two 

more characteristic properties of these curves which we shall generalize 

subsequently. To this end we recall that the straight line is a curve 

with zero curvature, or alternately the direction of the tangent does 
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not change, which means that the tangent vector is constant. 

In elemen%.ry ,differential geometry the curvature is defined as a 

measure of the c:henz; of the direction of the tangent, so that the 

straight line, w hi& does not alter its direction, obviously has zero 

curvature, Here the value of the curvature of the straight line is 

an immediate consequence of the property that the direction of the 

tangent is constant. This, however, requires the concept of parallelism 

which we have not yet formulated on a surface* Here it is easier first 

to generalize a formalism for the curvature and then to define parallelism. 

Xe start by considering a curve given in the form u i (s) with 

S as a natural parameter. Then 

(59) 

The quantities G1 = tL may be regarded as the components 

vector. Differentiation of (59) gives 

(60) gik , j"i"kCj t gik'liii" t gi$;lk = 0. 

This may be written as 

(61) d( 2g jkiik t gik, jd1ilk) = 0. 

From Lemma 3 we have 

which gives 

of the tangent 
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A11 of the indices are summation indices so that we may change the 

notation in each of the three terms of (63). In this way we obtain 

(64) dgjk(Ck + rfiGsfil) = 0. 

The vector with the components 

(65) iik +t rpci 

thus is orthogonal to the tangential vector in the sense of our metric, 

Denote by tk = 6' the components of the tangential vector. Apart 

from the sign, the components of the normal vector nk may then be 
determined by the conditions 

nltkgik = n.tl = n't 1 i = 0 

(66) 

nXkg ik = nin 
i = n.n. g ik 

ok = 1 

where we have used the abbreviations 

(67) n. = g..nJ; t. = g. .tJ 
1, 1J 1 1J l 

Observing 

g21 22 
- -= - -;'g g11 

g = 7; g = det(gik) 

we see from the first condition in (66) that 

(69) nl = kt2; n = - At1 
2 

SO that 

(7C) ninGik = X2titkg . L = x2 
ik g g 
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which gives us 

(71) n2. = & t2; n2 = - k&j tl; ni = gik,k. 

It follows from (64) that the vector (65) is proportional to the normal 

vector, The factor of proportionality may now be interpreted as the 

curvature of the curve. This gives 

(72) Lk -I- l&tsti = Knk 

with 

(73) K = (2 + r;itsti)nk’ 

This leads to 

Definition 9: Let: U”(S) be the representation of a curve with s a 

natural parameter; 

.l. &TkU'Uk = 1; 

.i 
U = ti components of the tangential vector; and 

nl = & t2; n2 = - & t' 

components of the normal vector. Then 

K = (ik + rEitsti)nk 

will be called the geodesic curvature. 

Comparing this definition with Theorem 2, we get 

Theorem 3: The geodesic curvature of a geodesic is zero. 

The geodesics may thus again be regarded as an extension of the 

concepts of a straight line to general surfaces. 
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Our approach to the concept of the curvature is a complete analogy 

to the usual procedure in plane euclidean geometry if we understand that 

the metrical properties are not those of euclidean space but are deter- 

mined by the quadratic form of the first kind. 

If we interpret our metric as the metric of a surface in 3-dimensional 

space, we may regard the curve as a curve in 34imensional space, This 

curve has a curvature in the ordinary sense , which is not like our geodesic 

curvature. To understand this, we go back to our representation of the 

surface element. We had 

( 74) ‘;: = G(u1,u2). 

The vectors $,$;: form a linearly independent system at every point 

of the surface. Therefore, we get 

(75) ‘ki = a2 ~ = Alk~, + Like, alkali 
with the coefficients nr ik still to be determined. 

We differentiate the definition 

(76) gik = zi * < 

to obtain 

( 77) 
44 

giklj = xixkj ' ~* lj% = "5kpri $- A;igrk 

which gives 

(‘78) 67. iklj - gij Ik - gkj Ii = 'Aik - AEj)gri + (A:. 
J= 

- (AL + A&k 
rj l 
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It follows from +iI = Zlk that 

so that (78) reduces to 

Arkgrj = $gij I k  '  8kj 11 - gik 1 j) = 
I‘j,ik 

which gives 

(81) 
Ark = Ptk 

so that we get 

LEnma 4: 

Suppose now that u'(s) represents a curve with s as a nalxral 

* . 

parameter. The euclidean curvature then would be 
I<(s) 1. We now form 

3 d-+.i ik -+ ..r 

x = ds xiu 
z‘;: 6; 

ijc 

f xru 

(82) 

. 
= ( 2 4 fkliQik) zr 

+ Liklivx 

This shows 

In particular the 
where the equality sign holds only if LiklilGk = cl. 

euclidean curvature of a geodesic on the surface iS 

which, in general, does not vanish. 
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The definition of the geodesic curvature enabled us to characterize 

the geodesics as the curves of zero curvature. It will now be our aim 

to show that the geodesics are those curves which have parallel tangents 

at all points. This property requires a study of the idea of parallelism 

which was undertaken much later than the preceding ideas. It was Levi- 

Civita who first introduced the following concept of parallelism. 

We start by observing that at every point of one surface element 

we may define the space of the vectors in the plane tangential at that 

point. 1 2 This space will be described by all pairs v ,v which will be 

called the components of the vector. The length of the vector is then 

given by 

(851 gikVLVk 

i' and the angle between two vectors v ,wl may be defined as 

(86) 

. 
gikvlWk 

cosa = 

.%/&xv* * 

It is easy to 'see that the relations 

(87) V. = gikvk and vk * 1 = gklvi 

are reciprocal, so that we may express a vector either by the components 
. 

v1 or the components vi. The vi will be called the covariant and 

the vi the contravariant components of a vector. 

We now want to introduce a process which makes it possible to shift 

a vector parallel along a curve which we assume to be given in a 
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natural parameter representation d(s) l The process of parallel shift 

may then be described as a law defining the romponents of the vector 

along the curve. 

Suppose we start our process at the point s = 0, the components 

of our vector being 6 at this point, As we shift the vector along 

the curve the components will be 

(88) ' * v;,v;, VI(S) = fl(s; 

where this notation expresses the fact that the components ad not 

but also on the initial values 12 
only depend on the parameter s VO'VO' 

We now require that the linear vector space at s = 0 be transformed 

into a linear vector space so that a linear combination .v; + pw; of 

two vectors at s = 9 is transformed into avl(s) 4 pw'(s), This means 

that our law (88) has to satisfy 

b-9) <i(s; uv; 4 pw;, cm; + pwi) = at"( s; vo, o 1 v2) + pP(s; w;,w;, 

. * 
for all vectors v;,w; and all scalars a,@. Considering the special 

values (VC, C 1 v2) = (1,o); (WI 2 - C,wC) - (O,l), we derive from (89) 

(90) ii(s; a,p) = afi(s; 1,o) + pfi(s; OJ) 

12 so that f'(s; vC,vO) depends linearly on the components V’o. This 

gives us an expression of the form 

(91) Ij(s; v;,v;, = I;;is,v; = v'.(s). 

Jde now require that the process may be inverted so that the matrix 

Pfb) never degenerates. 1:" we denote the inverse by 



have 

(92) 

and 

P;(s)Q;(s) = 6; 

(93) vi = Q;(s)vj(s). 

From (91) we get by differentiation 

G(s) = 2(s)vrg = P;(s) Q;(s)&) 

so that the parallel shift is described by a system of linear homo- 

geneous equations of the first order. Writing as an abbreviation 

(95) Gi(s) = M+&) 

we now require that the length of the vector be maintained. This means 

(96) 
d ik 

ds v v gik = 2+=vkg ik + vlvkg 4 = o, 
ikljU 

r"rom Lemma 3 and (96) we get, observing that all the indices here are 

summation indices, 

(97) 

0 = vk[(viF g kj is f ~~r;~g~,)fij + zgikM;vj] 

= 2vivkgis (rij;j + M;). 

This condition must be satisfied for all initial vectors and all values 

of s. It follows from (93) that vi(s) may assume any values by 



which gives by multiplication with glr 

(99) 

We are thus led to defnize tiie process of parallel shift 

way. 

Definition 10: Suppose 

Then a vector vl(s) w 

in the following 

hd is the parameter representation of a curve. 

ill be said to be shifted parallel along the curve if 

it satisfies the differential equation 

(100) ti 4 I-$rvs = 0. 

T~yo postulates imply this definition: 

1) Parallel shift is a differentiable process of linear, isometric transformations. 

2) Tangential vectors of a geodesic a.re parallel in the sense of the shift. 

The first postu1a.k leads to (97). Tl xorem 2 then shows that (98) is a consequence of the 
second postulate because the components t’ of the tangential vector of a geodesic satisfy 
(t’ = iLi) 

This gives us 

. 
Theorem 4: The tangential vectors u1 = t1 of a geodesic may be 

regarded as shifted pa: rallel along the curve. 

In euclidean geometry we know that the process of parallel shift 
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is independent of the path along which it is performed. We now want to 

show that this is not true on our surfaces, and that the curvature K MY 

be regarded as a measure of the deviation from euclidean character. 

Before we can prove this we have to introduce the basic ideas of 

tensor analysis, which are in essence extensions and generalizations of 

ideas that we have already used. 

'We know that the only quantities that are geometrically relevant are those 

which do not depend on the system of paremeters we use. However many of our 

relations may be difficult to express in terms of these invariant quantities, 

It will prove to be sufficient if our quantities transform in a known 

way. This is more precisely formulated using the concept of the tensors. 

Definition 11: A system of quantities T 
il...ik....... 

will be called . . . . . . . 
j,. l de 

a tensor with k covariant and e contravariart indices if it transforms 

under a change of parameter u1 = u1(v1,v2); vi '12 = vyu ,u ) according 

to the law 

ik....... 
(lo2) ~~t:::‘,.j =T 

sl...sk....... av 5 ik '1 av au aut" 
’ 

..eJ 
. . . 

1 e I...... 
&‘” avjl ’ l ’ 3 

?t 
where T denotes the components in the v-system and T stands for 

S the components in the u-system. The number of indices, i.e., k+e 

is called the rank of the tensor. In particular the invariants defined 

earlier are tensors of rank 0 and the vectors are tensors of rank 1, 

The two tensors we have introduced so far are the coefficients 

g. ik and Lik of the fundamental form. The coefficients gik and g ik 

are basic for tensor algebra of which we shall introduce here explicitly 

only the most important operations. They are all Easily justified as 



tensor operations. 

1. Addition and Subtraction 

(103) 

2. Mu1 tiplication 

(lo’) 
il...ik,...... . SpI..Sp,~~..... 

$‘,..,. l .j,...j . ...*.. e Yy4, 

which give tensors of rank (k + e) i (m + n) and 

3, Lowering 0:" an cpper index 

4* Raising of a lower index 

5. Reduction 

yil .s.i .f” . . . . 
mm .  .  .  .  ..? .s.j l 

Jl k 

(k + e)(m t n), 

Although the processes of raising and lowering an index do not change the 

rank of the tensor, the process of reduction reduces it by two. This 

last operation is particularly important if we want to form invariants 

as we did when we determined the curvatures. 

?rnm the deCiniti7n :,f a tensor we deduce 

Lemma 5: If two tensors have the same values in one system of parameters 



at one point, they have this same property in all systems for this point. 

If all the components of a tensor are zero in one system, they are zero 

in all systems. 

We shall now discuss the Christoffel symbols PTk which we found to 

be important for our extension of the concepts of plane euclidean geometry 

to curved spaces. They are not tensors. To see this we recall first that 

the length of an arc is an invariant as can be seen immediately from the 

integral 

5 . 
Cl@) s = 1 dgikCICk dt. 

5 

The differential equation of a geodesic is 

(109) 

(110) ij i f Fk':.I;jk = 0 

if we use a different system wi of parameters. We have 

. .1 awi ,k ; tj i awi ..k i 
w X-u 

auk =s" + 
a22 .i.k aw: auJ I 6 

auiauj u u ' auJ awk k 

so that (110) becomes 

aw - + r awk a22 
aG aus adaUS 

);j;s = o 

which gives, after multiplication with a2 
-3' aw 
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t 
Comparison with (103) g ives us the law of transformation for the I",k 

Lemma 6: *t Let ?T. be the Christoffel symbols in a w-system and rt 
JS 4 

the corresponding symbols for a u-system, then 

This result shows that the quantities rt 
sj 

do not have the properties 

of a tensor. However, their law of transformation enables us to derive 

some important relations. We want ' to find out if at a given point, we 

may introduce a system of coordinates with particularly simple properties. 

According to the law of tensor transformation it is always possible to 

introduce a system of coordinates by a linear transformation such that 

the point under consideration is represented by the values u1 = 0 and 

the coefficients s., have the valt;es b ii-c ik at, tha-'; point. If we denote 

"Q A a relation valid for the parameter u1 = 0, we have,with 

: 
w- = 11 IL + $ f-i .3us 

Js 
(115) 

ri ;s I f-t 
Js' 

a coordinate transformation which is regular in the neighborhood of the 

point u' = 0 and which has the properties 
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so that 

We may formulate this result as 

Lemma 7 : To any give point we may find a coordinate system such that 

this point is the origin , and the fundamental coefficients gik and 

satisfy 

We shall call this system of coordinates a Riemannian system for the 

point under consideration. 

7or the surfaces we have discussed so far, this result may be obtained 

by the intuitive geometrical reasoning that to every point of a surface 

element we may introduce a tangential-normal system with this point as 

origin. However, the virtue of Lemma 7 is that this result may be 

obtained by arguments which use only metric considerations of the surface 

and which do not require the concept of the 3-dimensional space in which 

this surface is embedded. 

. 
We see from Lemma 7 that ?k = 0 implies 

(119) giklj = .T 0. 

We now want to compare the derivatives of the components of a vector 

in two different systems. We have 
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This gives us with Lemma 6 

I‘ 3GS *t a,P awqiau' a2 --- 
$- v 8wi\'pq 3uk aur &S 2 

r 32 tv - a2wt awl a,$ . 
awt a~53~~ 8~ %.I~ 

Using the relations 

we obtain for the right hand side of (121) 

Our final result therefore is 

(124) (5 + r;,v 
r awi auk a5i 
) ~ - = - + i? v *iI 
hs aJ 3i.1~ jq 

. 

By the same type of arbgumsnt we obtain 

This shows that the expressions 

(126) '5 
av 

+ r;l$- and - - r 
au i %kVr 

transform as tensors. ye use this to make 
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Definition 12 : The quantities 

S a? s 

?lk a$ 
= - f rkrvr 

and 

will be called the covariant derivatives of the vector v" or v 
S’ 

Comparing this definition with the concept of parallel shift we 

now obtain 

Lemma 8: The components vi of a vector field will be called parallel 

with regard to a curve ui(s) if the condition 

' .k VllkU = 0 

is satisfied. 

Therefore, if vi 
Ilk 

= 0 everywhere, we may regard vi as a parallel 

(or constant) vector field. It will be the main result of the next 

chapter to show that such vector fields do not exist in general. 

Before we do this, however, we want to introduce the extension of 

the process of covariant differentiation to general tensors. The idea 

underlying these definitions is to find a process which may be regarded 

as the equivalent of differentiation in ordinary euclidean space because 

it reduces to this process in a euclidean metric, and which transforms 

as a tensor. The verification of the tensor properties is omitted here, 
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wise a complete analogy to the considerations of (120) - (125) l 

Definition 13: The quantities 

- r" mj 
1 

will be called the covarisnt derivative of the tensor. 

From Lemma S we now obtain 

Lemma 9: gikil j 
= 0; g ik = 

II j 
0. 

The coefficients of the metric may thus be regarded as constant 

with respect to this process of differentiation. FYx%hermore we know 

from Lemma 7 that to every point we may introduce a system of parameters 

such that the Fkr vanish in that point. In this case the covariant 

derivatives reduce to the ordinary derivatives, This gives us, for 

example, 
* 

(127) iv"w ) E A-(ViWk) Pa"iw 3-v i awk o i 

k id au~ &lJ k z=v *w 113 k 
t vlwkll j. 

Both sides of this equation are tensors and they coincide in one 

system. According to Lemma 5 they therefore are identical and we 

have 

(v”w ) ' k ,, j = v:;.Jwk ’ V1wkllfL 
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This example shows that the ordinary laws for differentiating sums and 

products may be carried over to the covariant derivatives of sums and 

produc-ts of tensors and vectors, 

From Lemma 9 we now get 

(g ikVk) k 
11 ii = g k 

ikll jv +g 
k 

ikVll j = gikv,l j 
(129) 

(&fikVk),, j = $Vk f gikvk,, j = gikvk,, j 

so that the operations of lowering and raising an index commute with 

the covariant derivation. 

We now want to calculate the tensor 

‘130’ ("illk),l j -  ("ill j),,k' 

In order to simplify the calculation we work with a Riemannian system 

of coordinates, We then obtain 

(Vil,k),l j - (vill j),,k ' ~vi~,k) - TV .> auk illJ 
2 

8V a2v. 
> 0 i = a rr -- 

aujauk auj ikVr 
+-hrv auk ij r (131 

& v (- a rr - a r,r,, . r auk ij au~ 

To evaluate the term on the right hand side we go back to the representa- 

tion of our surface in terms of the tangential-normal system. Then we 

get from Lemma 4 

(132) zik = a2 
axiaxk 

";: z r' r: 
ik r + Lik;: 
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so that with 

(133) ; = XiZi t 7(x1,x*)$ 

we have 
-t -i 

(134) xr=2r+ir;;;;L::e3 
- ?121 - F2e2 . 

+a . . 

G5f-q 

; F( x1,x2) = $Lik2Xk 

we now get from (132) and (133) for I‘ = lt,2 

(135) zr ' Gik = fk 4 Lik":Zr' 

-+ -+ 
The left hand side vanishes as xik is proportional to e3 SO that 

which gives US 

(137) rIk = i i 
ik sj 

xj6sr f.. . 

where i ik denotes the values of these quantities for 

gives us 

(138) -%- ;‘Ik g iiktsjbsr 
axJ 

and we obtain 

sk - iLkis j) bS'* 

Now the expression 

(140) 'ljesk 
0 a 

- L ikLs j 

i x =o. This 

changes sign when i and s are interchanged. It suffices therefore 

l 
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to study 

040 Elje*k - z,kfl,j 

which vanishes except when j = l,k = 2. It then assumes the value 

(142) i,,;,, - i1,221 = ;11;22 - ($,d2 = K 

so that 

From Theorem 1 we now obtain 

which gives us 

045) 

This leads us to 

Theorem 5: For any vector field vi 

V W ~ ~  j -  villj I P  

=  K ( g i j v k  -  g i k v j )  

and 
i i 

Vllktlj - vIIj Ilk 
= K(biv - a;vj). 

j k 

The last equation was obtained by raising the index i since this process 

commutes with the covariant differentiation. 
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An immediate application of this result may be obtained in the 

following way. Suppose p1 are the components of a vector of unit 

length. We then have 

(146) pipi = 1; pi,, ?pi + pipij = 2pipij = o 

ta where the last equation is obtained by differentiating the first one. 

This last equation shows that the determinant 

which gives us 

= p'K(b& - 6;~~) = K(plpi, - 2p’pi) = - K 

Lemma 10: Suppose p' is a vector field of unit length, then 

(~~p;,~ - ~:p;,~ ),+ = - K. 

Since the vector field p1 may be regarded as an arbitrary field of 

directions this reveals a surprising fact first discovered by Gauss. 

Theorem 6 (Theorem egrerium) : ":he curvature K may be calculated in 

terms of only the coeflicients gik. 
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It is therefore connected with the intrinsic metric properties of 

the surface, and further it must be possible to determine this quantity 

simply by measuring lengths and angles. Since the determination and 

description of the geometrical properties of the space we live in is 

done using solely the measurements of distances and angles, the problem 

of the nature of space was thus opened. 

In order to find direct geometric interpretations of this result 

we have to introduce the concept of the measure of the area. This we 

do by means of the orientated differential element 

dS = y(du1,du2) 

with 

Y 2- 2 
- g = g1gQ2 - q2 = det(gikl. 

It is easy to verify by direct calculation 

and &(du',du') = + $(dv1,dv2). 

The ambiguity of the sign in the second equation reflects the fact that 

the orientation of the area may have been changed. 

In order to conserve the orientation, we have to regard y as an 

independent quantity which satisfies IYI =& and transforms according 

to 

049) 7 

Suppose now that Sik = - Ski i 

= y ab1,v2) l 

a(J,u2) 

tensor. Then 



so that 

(151) 42 32 
it=---- 

Y Y 

is an invariant. 

3dimensional space i3efore we proceed to discuss the situation in a 

01‘ in the L-dimensionaL space-time continuum, let us discuss the importance 

of this discovers in 24imensional space where the geometric intuition 

may 1361 a great help. 
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III Riemannian Geometry 

We shall now discuss the basic problems of a general metric 

geometry, as they were first formulated by B. Riemann, Beginning 

with the two-dimensional case, we first express those properties of 

the curvature K which relate it to the generalized concept of paral- 

lelism. Starting with 

we obtain for any two vector fields pl,ql 

(2) Pj('l:li,,k - q~,klli) = K(Pkqi - Piqk) 9 

Suppose now that these vector fields satisfy 

(3) PjPJ = 1; Sj"J = 1; pjqj = qjpj = 0, 

and introduce 

(4) v. 1 

Then 

(5) 

j 
V. 

1 Ilk - VkIli= Vilk - Vkli = Pjllkqlli 

f K(pkqi - Piqk) . 

We want to show that 

(6) Pm J qj =o. 
J llkqrii - 'j Iii ilk 

- ‘j 11% q j ilk 

To this end we assume that at a given point we have a system of coordinates 



with the following properties 

Different .ating 3) we then obtain 

q qj 
j Ilk 

= o : q2 I q2,,k 
Ilk 

which gives us 

present two vector fields with Pip1 =Z 1 

Then with 

I  .  

Lemma 11: Suppose pL,ql re 

V. 
1 

= Pj”:,i 

we have 

- Piqk)' v. 
1 Ilk - Vklli = K(pkqi 

perpendicular, fields are If we now use the fact that the 

we obtain 

two vector 



Since for any skew symmetric tensor Sik, the expression 

(11) y-hi, - s& 

is an invariant in the sense of (151), we get 

% 2 
-v~,,~=K l Y 

which may be formulated as 

. * 
Theorem 7: Swpose ~'~9' are vector fields of unit lengths, normalized 

such that 

p192 - P241 = Y* 

Then 

--%p.qJ > au* J Ill - ~Pg'.j,2) = KY. 

Suppose now that C is the boundary of a simply connected domain 

_( u measured in such a way that the parameters s=O and s = L corres- 

pond to the same point P. We then obtain 

(12) j 1 Ky (du1,du2) = 
G 

- f [pjc&dui] = - sL pjc&dids. 
0 

We now introduce two vectors ri,ti by parallel shift around C. 

Assuming that they are orthonormalized at P they will retain this 

property along C. However, in general we cannot assume that they 

return to the same values after their shift around the curve and we 

must expect that they will have been rotated by a certain angle. The 

determination of this angle is the purpose of the following considerations . 



Along C we have 

(13) qi = - ri sir,a t- 

p + pi $;s = 0. 
ks ? 

ti coSa;qz = - r1 sina + t1 cos cl 

' k,s iJ 4 r&t Ll = 0. 

It is easily verified with the above equations that 

Combining these two equations we get 

(16) “~“1,~‘:~ = - ;Ipjpi = - 6. 

Thus we get from (12) 

5 j K yidul ,du") = j 5 KdS = a(L) - a(O) = b. 
G >1 if 

I 1 
Let us now choose y1 and t' so that 

07) 2(o) = pi(o); ti(o) = $(O). 

Then a(0) = 0 and a(L) = 6. Because p'(L) = p"(0) 

we obtain from (13) 

r'(L) = r"(O) cos b - t'(O) sinb 

(18) ti(L) = ri(0) sin b ' +- 2(o) cos b. 

and 



The vectors r1 and t1 therefore have been turned by the angle g 

due t3 the shift around c. This gives us 

Theorem 8: Suppose C is the piecewise continuously differentiable 

boundsr;l of a simply connected domain 2. Then every vector snifted 

parallel. around C in a positive sense will be turned through the 

angle b, where 

6 = ( i KdS 
5 

and d3 is the surface differential of the element, This shows that 

for surfaces with K f 0, parallel shift is not integrable. 

Consider now a figure consisting of three geodesics which we may 

regard as a gtneralized triangle. A vector shifted parallel around the 

. - slates oi tnis figure does not, in general, return to the same position 

at the initial point and this difference is expressed by 'Theorem tt. 

Referring to ?igure 1 we now derive the law of the sum 

k=O 

a ‘0 

Figure 1 
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of the acgles in a triangle. Starting at the point A the vector may 

be in the same direction as the tangent to the geodesic. At B the 

angle between the tangent t3 the next side and the vector will be n - p. 

At C the ar:gle between the tangent to the third geodesic and the 

vectorwillbe 1 -p $T -y=zTY-((p ty). Coming back to A then 

brings the vector in a position which forms the angle 3n - (a + B 4 y) 

with the initial direction. Thus we see that the angle b defined 

earlier is equal to 

( 19) 6 = 2n + (a + p f y) - 3n =(a 4- p -i- y) -n 

and we obtain 

where the integral is to be taken over the interior. 

These last results were obtained without using the fact that the 

surface is embedded in a 34imensional space, The basis of the concepts 

was the fundamental metric tensor gik. 

It is not difficult now to generalize these techniques to geometries 

of more than two dimensions. Ye start by assuming Gat a n-dimensional 

manifold may be used as a paraxlcter representation, The metric properties 

of this manifold are then described by the law 

(2c) 2 = "ikixi:!xk 

for the line elemt;r:-t . The tt-x-s or Jefinition, the Christoffel symbols 
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and the covariant differentiations may then be generalized by mmediate 

formal considerations. 

The curvatures, however, require a different treatment. Although 

there is no analogue to the tensor Lik, the curvature K may be recog- 

nized as a special case of a more general tensor. To understand this 

we assume the covariant derivatives to be introduced and consider 

This obviously is a tensor which depends linearly on the components vl. 

We express this by introducing Riemann's tensor of curvature by 

definition 

( 22) 
i i Ri s 

VIlkllj - VIljllk = .sjkv l 

In a two-ciimensional space this tensor reduces to 

(23) R~sjk = K('3gsk - '~gsj) * 

In Einstein's.theory of gravitation the reduced tensors 

(24) Rik = Rsiskj gikRik = R 

the 

are of great importance. 

We shall go no further into the details of the n-dimensional 

Riemannian geometry. Instead, we study the application of these concepts 

in the theory of time and space. 
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IV The Space-, 'ime Continuum 

Ir; E.lr:St;eir;'s t,he3qr of gravi:atlo2, the basis of all physical 

aeasur&aents Ls a "3~r4imr,sional rletric contimm which can be con- 

sT,rLicten 3: space-52 eleme::ts + Wlk i C !I are ;ifzfir:ed as f3llows: 

Definition 1L: h ;'o~r-dimensional i:or,-tinuum is calle:i a space-timt; 

&lement if it ',s an isomorphic image oT t,he four-sphere (ball) with the 

metric r%ndamfntal form 

js2 = gik&xk 

which is sccl. :,:-EL: to Avery point I? of -tile set,a system of coordinates 

can be found. 'This system of coordinates will bt- 

A vector r1 will be called timelike, if 

and spacelike il 

'The vectors <' with 



It should be noted here that the situation is very similar to 

that for two-dimensional surfaces with the exception that the metric 

fundamental form is no longer positive definite. The exact require- 

ments are specified by the above definition, These requirements mean 

that for every world point a system of coordinates can be found which 

has the properties of the reference system used in special relativity. 

Special relativity differs from general relativity in that for 

special relativity a system of coordinates can be found which has the 

properties required in our definition, not only at one point but at 

all points. As this situation is very similar to the relation between 

a four-dimensional euclidean space and a general metric space of that 

dimension, we introduce 

Definition 15: A space-time element will be called flat if it is 

possible to introduce a system of coordinates ' 2 3 x ,x ,x ,x ' such that 

ds2 = c2(dx4)2 - (dx1)2 - (dx2)2 - (d2)2. 

We now prove 

Theorem 9: A space-time element with integrable parallelism is flat. 

In order to prove the theorem we choose one point P and consider 

parallel shifts starting from this point. These are described by the 



parallel shift is assumed to be integrable, the vector parallel to v' 

at any other point can be uniquely determined. The vector field thus 

defined is differentiable, and we have for every curve represented in 

the form x'(s) 

( 2) 
dv' - C3v' dxk 8v" .k 
hs- 

--Z-~ z‘.. 
3xk ds axk 

tkvrkk. 

This last equation may be written 

(3) 
a? 

(--- 
axk 

-t" If-v') kk = 0. 

Since the values kk can be chosen arbitrarily, we obtain 

(4) Vilk= 0 

which gives us 

Lemma 13: A space-time continuum with integrable parallelism possesses 
* . . . 

4 vector fields pl,y',r',sl of which three are spacelike and one is 

timelike, which are mutually orthogonal and of constant length. Moreover, 

they satisfy 
* i i 

P:lk= q:,k= ylk = ' ,,k= 0. 

This is obtained by observing that four orthonormalized vectors can 

be defined at P which may then be shifted parallel. These vector 

fields may be regarded as constant vector fields which shows that the 

existence of a constant vector field and the integrability of parallelism 

are closely connected. 



From Definition 12 we get 

aPi apk 
Piljk 

=----;=Q 
- 'klli & 3X1 

so that the integrals 

Q . Q . 
(6) 1 pidx= = q(Q): 5 qidxl = ll,(Q) 

P P 

are independent of the path. We thus get 

(7) 
a0 al!) 

pi=.;qi=.. 
a2 a?2 

Similarly r1 and si may be derived from potentials. These potentials 

can now be introduced as coordinates. If C+J and lb are denoted by the 

indices '1' and '2', the corresponding components of the metric tensor 

(8) 

The other components may be determined in a similar manner 

be calculated. They are 

*11 g ikaq,a(p ik -- = --- g z 
"2 axk 

= is 3. PiPk = - 1 

*22 
g = ik tiifil,' g * Blkqiqk zz - 

a2 axk 
1 

*12 *21 
g = g 

= gik acp N = * 
a2 axk 

gikpiqk = 0. 

to complete 

the proof. Einstein's basic assumption on gravitation states that, due 

to gravitational masses, the space-time continuum is not flat. In this 

way fundamental physical and geometric concepts are connected. Einstein 

formulates the relation between the components gik of the metric 
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tensor and the components Tik of the energy-stress tensor in terms 

of the equation 

(9) Rik - k gikR = Tik 

which is regarded as a system of partial differential equations of the 

second order for the gik. As it is not our purpose here to discuss 

the validity of this equation or the general solution of it, we refer 

to the literature on these points. 

We want to discuss the main conjecture on the curvature of the 

space-time continuum. 'To this end we have to simulate the basic geo- 

metric concepts by kinematic models, Sust as we employ the test body 

to determine the forces in Newtonian mechanics, we introduce here the 

test system of the spinning mass point. The concept of the mass point 

was introduced by Einstein. However, this concept does not fully 

simulate the finer structure of the vector space connected with the 

point. This additional structure may be simulated by the model of a 

rotating mechanical system. 

For the purpose of demonstrating the physical. meaning we consider 

a mechanical system of a finite number of mass points under rigid motion. 

The coordinates will be determined in the form x'(s) -t- <l(s) where the 

xl(s) represent the coordinates of the center, and the <l(s) denote 

the parameters 

differentials, 

impose a r'iner 

with respect tc? the center, If we regard the <' as 

they transform like vectors, and we may use them to 

strL:ciure on t'he mass point. 
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In order to avoid confision we shall not distinguish in our 

notations between masses, the coordinates, and the velocities of the 

individual points with regard to the center. We first suppose 

(10) CmSi = 0 

so that x1 represents the center of gravity. Denoting the velocities 

with 

(11) u’=d&, 

we get from (10) 

(12) Xrnu i- - 0. 

We now want to formulate the laws for the movement of this system. 

Here we proceed as is done in Newtonian mechanics, bY separating the 

description into a law for the center of gravity and a law for the move- 

ment of the spinning system. This means we must first describe the 

movement as a whole by a law for the center of gravity. Then we can 

describe the movement around the center in analogy to the theory of the 

spinning top. 

The movement of the system is described by the path of the center 

which is a curve in our continuum. We shall call this curve the world 

line of our system. The tangential vector, 

(13) v=(s) = ’ d&; Vivkgik = 1, 

is the vector of velocity. 
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We now return to the idea of the geodesic coordinate system. This 

coordinate system is not yet cpiquely determined since a linear trans- 

formation of the ; "arm of the Lorentz transform can still. be applied with- 

out changing the geodesic properties of tile coordinate system. We specify 

that this ucdetermined linear transformation be chosen in such a way 

that the velocity vector v1 be transformed into the unit vector in the 

direction of the x -axis, which, recall, is the time-axis. This means 4 

that we introduce a system of reference, relative to which the center 

of gravity is at rest. 

It is Einstein's hypothesis that to a point moving under the 

influence of gravitation, a system of reference exists at every point 

of the world line such that the point seems to be moving uniformly in 

tie system ai rc-:"erencr. This is often expressed by saying that a 

system of reference can be r'ound in such a way that the forces of 

gravitation disappear. ,?or our purpose this means that 

(14) Yibl 

where 4 0 expresses the equality at the point P(x"(s)) which is 

the center of our geodesic system, In a general system of reference 

this requires that 

(15) ;c;i. f i-;k%r;k = 0. 

This is the differential equation of a geodesic. 'l'he condition (14) 

is therefore satisfied at every point of the world line if this line 

is a geodesic. 



We now have to clarify the meaning of rigid motion of our small 

system. Using the notation (ll),we now require for the coordinates <l(x) 

and the velocities u'(x) of all the mass points of the system that 

in the cocirdinate system in which the ceder of gravity is at rest , 

Introducing the,angular momentum 

we find 

w Lik = - Lki 

and we get from (10) and (16) 

L4k = Em(F; u - 4k Cku4) = - dCm<k = 0. 

The second of the conditions (16) is satisfied if 

symmetric tensor aik of the angular velocity by 

tion 

(20) 

i?rom ( 

(21) 

Using 

k U. = a. 1 ik < ; a 
ti = 0; aik = - ski. 

we now obtain 

L ik = cm( ciakrf - tkairtr). 

tensor of the inertia momentum 

we introduce the skew- 

means of the substitu- 
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(21) b ecomes 

(23) Lik = a& - a.&. 

(24) 'T; = Tblf. 

Then 

(25) Lik = Taki - l'aik = 2Taki. 

In the absence 0;' external forces the angular momentum is constant. 

Thus in 3~r system of reference, we get 

In the absence 0;' external forces the angular momentum is constant. 

'rhus in 3~r system of reference, we get 

(26) ilk = 0. (26) ilk = 0. 

'*'::e extxr,si=,r, st: ttiis re1ati:m ",o :x:r general forrm;lati3n is the parallel 

shift of the tenso, shift of the tenso, - which is i'ormlated as - which is i'ormlated as 

(27) (27) iik - I-;sI'rkks - L1;s:'irkS = 0‘ iik - I-;sI'rkks - L1;s:'irkS = 0‘ 

In a general system of reference (19) and (20) imply that In a general system of reference (19) and (20) imply that 

(28) (28) Lik Lik vk = aikvk = 0 vk = aikvk = 0 

where v where v 
k k dX dX 

k k 
z--c z--c 

dS dS 
is the tangent vecbr of the world line. is the tangent vecbr of the world line. 

Because lJik and Because lJik and a., a., IK IK are skew-symmetric, the property (28) are skew-symmetric, the property (28) 
i i 

implies the erAstc.nci-- implies the tzrAstc.nci-- or two veclnrs p-' or two veclnrs p-' and q1 and q1 such that such that 

i 29) i 29) Li kP 'i kP 
k k k = k = 0; qkvk = 0. 0; qkvk = 0. 



If we assume the system to be spherical,the two vectors ~ Dk and q 
k 

are proportional. The vector q k determines the direction of the axis 

of rotation. 

The conservation of the angular momentum can be expressed as the 

parallel shift ol‘ the tensor Lik. Since parallel shift conserves the 

scalar product, the vectors pk(s) may be obtained by parallel shift 

as well. A small kinematic system of spherical symmetry, moving as a 

rigid body will now be regarded as being represented by the model of 

the spinning mass point. We then obtain 

Theorem 13: The parallel shift of a spacelike vector along a geodesic 

may be simulated kinematically by the shift of the axis of rotation of a 

spinning mass point. 

If parallelism is not integrable, the a35.s of rotation will come to 

position which depends on the particular world line along which the point 

a 

moves. Two spinning mass points starting movementSat the same point 

simultaneously and having initially parallel axes of rotation will not, 

in general, be spinning around the same axis if they meet again after 

some time. This effect, which H. Weyl called geodesic precession, may 

now provide an experiment by which Einstein's main hypothesi- --** ..Y 

tested. 

In order to get an estimate for the order of magnitude of this 

effect, we study Schwarzschild's exact solution of Einstein's equations 
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the space-time continuum around a gravitational which woGld represen 

center. 

s metric is given by 

2 3 3 
Js z* 4~2(3x4)2 - .T; 1: (bik A- ,O,(r)xixk)dxidxk; 

i=l k=l. 

(30) f2( 1’) = 1 -?$;&22L 2m 
r3f2 ,3 - *2; 

r2 = (x1)2 + (x2)2 f (x312. 

Tar the d' Christoffel symbols we obtain by calculation, (L'= &; 

where latin indices denote the numbers l,2,3. 

We assume now that a geodesic may be obtained in the form 

(32) X" = as; x1 = R cos ws; x2 = R sin 3s; x3 = 0. 

(30) we get From 

so that 



geodesic corresponding to this upper index is satisfied by 
‘1 

x’ = 0. 

Observing tnat 

we obtain 

;;l -I- x'(f2tR2w2 t f3f' 2 -y-u ) = 0 

(36) 
f3f' 2 *i2 .+. x2( f2tR2w2 + -g--a ) = 0 

;;4= 0. 

This gives 

from which we get [compare (?/+)I 

(3$) w2 Z? "(1 _ F)-' and a2 z (1 - 2.$)-l. 
R3 

This relation between m,R and 0 thereforE lrads to a geodesic which 

may be regarded as a circular movement in space. 

The components 111(s) **a u'(s) of the tangent to the world line 

are 

(39) J(s) = - m2; c2(s) = ml; u (s) = 0; u 3 4 (s) = a* 

The parallel snift of a vector with the components < 1 
,**'f r4 is now 
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and we obtain by differentiating (42) 

t1 = (w - R2A)c2 - BR c3 

(45) 12 = - w<1 

t3, = - CR& 

For the point s = 0, the components of the vector tangential to our 

geodesic are 

( 46) A 0) = 0; u2( 0) = w; l13(o) = 0; u4(o) = u. 

Setting 

(47) 

we obviously get a vector which is orthogonal to the tangent vector. 

The corresponding values for the <-variables are 

(tit) t?( 0) = 1; C2( 0) = 0; C3(0) = 0. 

It now follows from (45) that 

(49) CRC2 -UC' = const. 

Since the value of the constant is zero for s = 0, we get 

(50) <3=CA 2 
w  r  l 

This reduces the three equations (45) to 

il=(u - R2A 

(51) 
22 = - WC1 _ * 



satisfy flli?C tions that both Repea ted di fferen tiation 

(52) ‘;; + pJ”Y = 0 

with 

(53) 

From (4l) and (38) we obtain 

(54) 
R2A l-,- BCR2 

-2-=l- Ti-) 
3m2=l-3m. 

R 

This gives us 

(55) 

The difference between w and ," means that the vector Tl,<', when 

shifted parallel arotm4 t%e circle, has not returned to its original 

position after one period. The angle between the initial position and 

the position after one period is 

(56) 3m 2n(l- J1-3m/R)=-Ti;-. 

For an orbit around the earth with a radius of 7000 km, this amount 

is approximately 

6.lO-9 radians. 

After a year the satellite has made between 3000 and 4000 rounds. The 

shift then would be in the order of 2.10 -5 radians or approximately 

4 seconds of arc, 
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